
Bulk Quantity Kota Embroidery Saree

The Bulk Quantity Kota Embroidery Saree is a beautiful and elegant saree that is perfect for

resellers, retailers, and online/offline sellers. Made from Kota Doria Cotton Mix fabric, this saree

features machine embroidery work that adds a touch of sophistication. With a length of 6.45

meters and a contrast blouse, it is suitable for all occasions and can be worn as a party saree.

The saree is available in 6 different colors, allowing customers to choose the one that suits their

personal style. It is designed directly from the weavers of Kota, Rajasthan, ensuring authenticity

and quality.

For the convenience of resellers and retailers, the saree can be purchased in bulk with a

minimum order quantity of 5 sarees. It is also available on the Wholesale Trend In Need online

shopping platform, making it easy to access and order.

To assist with marketing and sales, resellers and retailers can download the product image and

share details with their customers on their social media platforms. This helps to showcase the

saree and attract potential buyers.

Secured online payment options, such as debit card, credit card, and bank transfer, are

available to ensure a safe and convenient shopping experience. Additionally, customer support

is available to address any queries or concerns.

Product Features:

&#8211; Made from Kota Doria Cotton Mix fabric for a comfortable and lightweight feel.

&#8211; Machine embroidery work adds a touch of elegance.

&#8211; Length of 6.45 meters allows for versatile draping styles.

&#8211; Contrast blouse with block printed work complements the saree.

&#8211; Available in 6 colors to suit different preferences.

&#8211; Suitable for all occasions and can be worn as a party saree.

&#8211; Bulk quantity available for resellers and retailers.

&#8211; Easy access and ordering on the Wholesale Trend In Need online shopping platform.

&#8211; Product image can be downloaded for marketing purposes.

&#8211; Secured online payment options for a safe and convenient shopping experience.

&#8211; Customer support available to assist with any queries or concerns.

Note: The color of the actual product may or may not vary slightly from the images provided

due to photographic lighting conditions and differences in screen resolutions. Color Variation is

not considered an issue to return or exchange the product.
















